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A mobile theatre 
 
 
We support the idea of a mobile theatre and mobile accommodation. In this sense, we defend the very idea of nomadism. In a world that 
promotes sedentary lifestyles, designing a touring project that involves having to travel to meet other people, is a manifesto in itself. 
 
Our work based on connections and encounters cannot only assume asking an “audience” to come to us. Indeed, it’s our responsibility to make 
the first move into the world, also in the literal sense. The circus, thankfully, carries something of this extraordinary act in its genes, which has 
managed to continue and which we like to call our own. If we defend acrobatics as a physical potential, living in mobile accommodation also 
reminds us that these choices are indeed possible and that freedom can only exist when in fact seized.  
 
It is our strong belief that the liberty of doing is conquered on a daily basis by actually using it. The circus artist who always performs in a 
variety of different ways is in fact a political animal. Everyone has the power to do something, make something exist and move boundaries. By 
carrying out this project, we get our hands on it and seek to make others share our desire for it.   
 
Usually, we respond to an invitation asking us to perform here or there, which isn’t necessarily our initiative. Here, it’s the company’s desire 
that drives us for it’s the company itself that initiates and organises. The opportunity and energy thus differ. Given its scope and rarity, this 
project also acquires this extraordinary trait that makes it all the more special. 
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The association “Motorik-Tanz-Artistik (MOTA)” invites the French circus company “Un Loup Pour 
L’Homme” to Salzburg for a 9-day contemporary circus / cirque nouveau programme, which 
involves local professional artists and citizens. The programme works across different generations 
and circus disciplines, techniques and activities in order to make circus accessible to the local 
population on diverse levels and to reach different target groups in the city of Salzburg. Together 
with pensioners, the neighbourhood around the CTC (CircusTrainingsCentrum) and experts from 
the field of dance and circus, the programme will raise the awareness of the social, educational, 
artistic and non-profit aspects of contemporary circus.

In a seven-day intensive training programme, professional artists and dancers, young people and 
adults are invited to research and develop a final presentation together with company members in 
various circus disciplines. The “Grandmother Project”, which aims to draw the older generation 
closer to contemporary circus, is resumed in collaboration with retirement homes of the city of 
Salzburg. The local community around the CTC (CircusTrainingsCentrum) is involved in the 
programme through the “Blindwalk”. There is also an open invitation to a panel discussion on the 
social and educational aspects of contemporary circus.

The goal is to develop the understanding and knowledge as well 
as the experience with contemporary circus. The programme 
aims to promote the participation of the city of Salzburg in the 
development of contemporary circus in Europe through artistic, 
educational and social means and to support the motivation and 
commitment of the local population to turn such opportunities 
into sustainable reality.



PROGRAMME

1. INTENSIVE TRAINING – FOR PROFESSIONALS, TEENS,  AMATEURS
2. “GRANDMOTHER PROJECT”
3. “BLINDWALK”
4. PANEL DISCUSSION
5. SUNDAY MATINEE

SA
05.09.

SO
06.09

MO
07.09.

DI
08.09.

MI
09.09.

DO
10.09.

FR
11.09.
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12.09.

SO
13.09.

09:30-11:30 Grandma-
Project***

Grandma-
Project***

Grandma-
Project***

Proben 
Vorbereitung 
/ rehearsals 
preparation

 für / for 
Showing

Proben 
Vorbereitung 
/ rehearsals 
preparation

 für / for 
Showing

10:30 - 13:00 Profitraining* Profitraining* Profitraining* Profitraining*
OFFENES / 

OPEN 
TRAINING**

Profitraining* Profitraining*

13:00 - 15:00 M I T T A G S P A U S E
(Mittagessen für Lehrer und Profis inkl. / lunch for teachers and professionals incl.)

SONNTAGS
MATINEE / 
SHOWING
ab 12:00 

inkl. 
Grillerei / incl 

barbecue 

15:00 - 17:30
Profitraining* Profitraining* Profitraining* Profitraining*

BLINDWALK
Profitraining* Profitraining*

Proben 
Vorbereitung 
/ rehearsals 
preparation

 für / for 
Showing

Jugendliche / 
teens

Jugendliche / 
teens

Jugendliche / 
teens

Jugendliche / 
teens

Jugendliche / 
teens

Jugendliche / 
teens

17:30 - 19:00 A b e n d e s s e n  (für Lehrer inkl. / dinner for teachers incl.)

19:00 - 21:00
Erwachsene  / 

adults + 
Amateure/s

Erwachsene  / 
adults + 

Amateure/s

Erwachsene  / 
adults + 

Amateure/s

Erwachsene  / 
adults + 

Amateure/s

Podiums-
diskussion / 

panel 
discussion

Erwachsene  / 
adults + 

Amateure/s

Erwachsene  / 
adults + 

Amateure/s



INTENSIVE TRAINING – FOR PROFESSIONALS, TEENS, AMATEURS
Professional artists from all over Austria and abroad, students from the Mozarteum, SEAD and the 
University of Salzburg, children and young people as well as amateurs and  those interested in 
circus are invited to the intensive training.

Partner acrobatics, also known as hand-to-hand technique, is the focus of the work of the company 
“Un Loup Pour L’Homme”. Circus art is understood as the physical confrontation of two or more 
bodies. The complexity and diversity of the human relationship through the joint physical work in 
acrobatics is examined. The focus lies in the meaning of physical material as well as acting within 
and observing events between two individuals and several people in a group - in the connection 
that one creates with the other.

Taking part in the structuring of the circus throughout Europe  
 
 
At a geographical and historical level, the artistic form of ‘contemporary’ circus, is of French origin and has brought in its wake the 
development of schools and movements in numerous countries. However, its presence remains inconsistent at European level. Invigorated by 
the creation of networks and organisations (such as Circostrada, Circus Next, Caravan), its presence is still under consolidation and has recently 
seen a new wave of local initiatives, festivals, companies or locations loom and blossom. We would like to merge our energies with this advent 
and new beginnings to help support and put this extraordinary art on the map. 
 
In the countries we wish to visit, artistic creation is experienced differently than in France. Perhaps due to the less substantial amount of 
resources granted by the State. As for the circus, it’s an art that is barely emerging and still largely unrecognized. And yet, in terms of cities 
(capitals or major cities) with a high population density, cultural life and the arts are well and truly present and are a foundation from which to 
broaden our relocations.  
 
Through its circus work, especially, “Un loup” continues its efforts to empower acrobatic disciplines, well away from the norms of pure 
entertainment. By developing this body and relational language, we certainly shake things up in regards to circus acts, for one, and also allow 
others to reposition themselves. When visiting cities and artists we meet or see more rarely, as well as places where the circus has had fewer 
opportunities to be experienced as a contemporary artistic discipline in its own right, we probably have an impact on the local artistic life.  
 
There is more to learn outside of our own comfort zone by venturing into uncharted territory. By reaching out to other artists and audiences, 
we discover alternative approaches to the world of entertainment and cultural life as well as other methods. Moreover, by committing 
ourselves to this unique adventure, we gain experience in the organisation of such projects, which will allow us in the future to refine, at home 
or elsewhere, the way we make new encounters. 
 
 



GRANDMOTHER PROJECT
The “Grandmother Project” was launched in 2006 with cultural actions and
is now to be brought to Salzburg in collaboration with local retirement homes.

"J'avais pourtant des rêves, maman" ("Anyway, I had dreams, mum") is a research
project with elderly people on the gestures of carrying and being carried. Time and
space are created in order to meet each other, to relate to each other, to listen to each
other, as well as to encourage self confidence and solidarity. A delicate intimacy is allowed be able 
to be able to evoke, in order to entrust oneself to the arms of a stranger.

BLINDWALK
The Blindwalk invites people from the local neighbourhood, and those interested in
circus to explore non-verbal communication. The Blindwalk experience seeks 
to stimulate trust, interpersonal relationships, communication 
and the willingness to take risks.

Reality is experienced and interpreted through our senses.
In the Blindwalk we will switch off the sense of sight in order to
strengthen the other senses. In pairs we will go for a walk with
one person blindfolded while the partner takes on responsibility
for the time spent together. The role allocation evokes an
interlocked relationship created between two people, in which one
passes responsibility to the other. Every couple embarks on
its own journey; everyone lives their personal experience.

Un projet protéiforme 
	
Fruit	 d’une	 quinzaine	 d’années	 d’expérimentations,	 il	 vise	 désormais	 à	
l’orée	 2020	 la	 création	 d’un	 protocole	 de	 diffusion,	 abritant	 plusieurs	
formes	:	
	
_	la	création	d’une	forme	scénique	
Duo	d’une	demi-heure	environ	pour	un	acrobate	et	une	vieille	dame,	dont	
le	 rôle	 sera	 interprété	 par	 une	 personne	 à	 chaque	 fois	 différente,	
rencontrée	localement.	
Ecriture	aux	gestes	simples,	nécessairement	 influencée	par	 la	présence	de	
la	dame	conviée,	 le	duo	repose	sur	ce	qui	émane	de	 la	confiance	donnée,	
de	 la	 capacité	à	 s’abandonner	et	à	 suivre	en	direct	 l’acrobate.	Evènement	
unique,	sa	dramaturgie	repose	aussi	sur	cette	concomitance	de	la	première	
et	de	la	dernière	fois,	de	ce	moment	où	dire	oui,	où	tout	commence,	à	celui	
de	se	dire	adieu.		
Ce	 duo	 se	 cherche,	 s’affine,	 se	 prolonge	 à	 chaque	 étape	 de	 recherche.	 Il	
s’offre	 encore	 la	 possibilité	 d’inviter	 d’autres	 présences	 au	 plateau,	
musicien	live,	ou	écriture	et	projection	en	direct.  	
	
_	une	installation	plastique,	ou	forme	«	non-scénique	»	
La	 constitution	de	 cette	 installation	met	à	 jour	 rencontres	et	enjeux	de	 la	
démarche	par	diverses	œuvres,	photographiques,	textuelles,	audiovisuelles	
et	performatives	notamment.	Une	partie	des	œuvres	est	produite	par	notre	
équipe	 et	 des	 artistes	 invités	 lors	 des	 temps	 de	 recherche,	 d’autres	
pourront	 être	 créées	 localement.	 De	même	 que	 le	 duo,	 cette	 installation	
s’affine	 à	 chaque	 résidence,	 en	 partie	 en	 fonction	 des	 lieux	 qui	
l’accueilleront.	 Une	 attention	 particulière	 est	 accordée	 à	 la	 définition	
d’œuvres	 performatives	 participatives,	 mettant	 en	 jeu	 certaines	 des	
personnes	âgées	partageant	la	démarche.	
	
_	une	«	promenade	portée	»	
La	promenade	portée	est	une	performance	artistique	en	espace	public.	Elle	
consiste	pour	Alexandre	à	traverser	des	espaces,	urbains	ou	non,	en	portant	
une	 grand-mère	 à	 califourchon	 sur	 son	 dos.	 S’offrant	 au	 regard	 et	 à	 la	
curiosité	 des	 passants,	 ce	 geste	 suscite	 l’étonnement	 et	 appelle	 à	 se	
questionner	 sur	 la	 question	 de	 la	 prise	 en	 charge	 de	 la	 vieillesse,	 tout	 en	
restant	d’abord	une	ode	à	la	tendresse	maternelle,	à	ce	que	nous	devons	à	
nos	anciens.	
	
_	l’édition	d’un	ouvrage		
Un	 «	livre	 d’artiste	»	 retraçant	 l’ensemble	 du	 projet	 Grand-mère	 est	 en	
devenir.	 Cette	 édition	 recueillera	 une	 partie	 des	 très	 nombreux	 textes	
produits	au	fur	et	à	mesure	de	la	démarche.	
	
_	la	réalisation	d’un	court-métrage	
Si	 un	 documentaire	 a	 déjà	 été	 réalisé,	 lors	 de	 l’étape	 à	 La	 Courneuve,	 ce	
court	métrage,	à	l’état	de	désir	actuellement,	souhaiterait	mettre	en	scène	
une	descente	d’escalier.	Nous	avons	rencontré	des	femmes,	seules,	qui	sont	
encore	indépendantes	dans	leur	appartement	privé,	mais	dans	l’incapacité	
de	sortir,	depuis	parfois	des	années,	à	cause	de	l’insurmontable	obstacle	de	
l’escalier.	 L’idée	 serait	 de	 chercher	 une	 femme	 dans	 cette	 situation,	 si	
possible	à	l’étage	d’une	grande	cage	d’escalier,	et	de	rassembler	une	équipe	
de	réalisation.	Alexandre	la	porterait	alors	vers	l’extérieur…	
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PANEL DISCUSSION
In the panel discussion experts from the company “Un Loup Pour L’Homme”, the association 
“Motorik-Tanz-Artistik” (MOTA)” and the CircusTrainingsCentrum will lead a debate on the social 
and educational effects of contemporary circus. The discussion will focus on one hand on the aims 
of the programme and on the other, on what circus can induce socially and pedagogically in the 
city and its community.
Circus promotes self-confidence, personal skills and forms of expression as well as awareness of 
group cooperation. It values the diversity of people and societies and proves its strengths in 
working truly inclusively with regard to culture, age and health. Circus has established itself as a 
field of education that was developed in the European Federation of Circus Arts (FEDEC) together 
with hundreds of associated schools. Circus is now part 
of different educational programmes in diverse 
countries and is taught from primary school to university 
level.

SUNDAY MATINEE
In the Sunday matinee all participants from the 
intensive training will present their week’s research 
results in the form of a show, which will be put together 
with the trainers from Un Loup Pour L’Homme. 
Everyone in the city is invited together with all participants of the programme, their friends and 
family. After the show there will be a relaxed get-together, where all performers and spectators can 
spend time with each other one more time to discuss what has happened and what can happen, 
as well as to share their experiences of the programme week.



APPLICATION 
Until: 15.08.2020
At: projekte@mota-sbg.at (professionals with CV!)

After registration, an invoice will be sent. Only after the payment has been received your place is 
secured.

Prices:
Professionals: 280 € (6 days of 5h including lunch + open training, rehearsals, matinee)
Teens: 105 € (6 days of 2.5h + open training, rehearsals, matinee)
Adults / amateurs: € 168 / € 140 (red. students) (6 days à 2h + open training, rehearsals, matinee)

The participation in the Grandmother Project is free of charge! 

For further questions please write to the e-mail address above.
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